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It all started in 1997 when Agostino, Giuseppe and
Massimo, three men with different backgrounds, were
hired by R&D of a company which produced snowboarding and cycling equipment for a famous brand.
After 3 years working together, they created a new
design entity, which in 2001 became Free Minds srl.
Born as ski boots design company, through the years it
expands its focus to other sports and fields, acquiring
further expertise in the use and transformation of raw
materials into progressive products.

In February 2003 Dino Chiesa, the team manager of Nico
Rosberg and Hamilton back in the days, “knock on their
door” with a new opportunity for the Freem guys; he
engaged them in his project, the development of a new
thoracic protection for karting. Six months later, this
new partnership introduces an innovative product in
the karting market. The rib protector was presented
officially to potential dealers at the Karting World Championship in 2003 and the drivers’ positive feedback launched the product on the market.

OUR STORY

After its great success, the new Freem Racing line was
created and in 2005 the new CIK - FIA - homologated
karting suit was introduced. From 2006, the company
grew considerably and began to produce FIA – homologated suits, shoes, gloves and other products for Motorsport as well.
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In 2020, the global economy faced a slowdown due to
Covid-19; however, this impasse let the three partners to
come up with a new idea, which brought them back to
the origins: cycling.
During autumn of that same year, EE srl was born. The
double “E” were separated to generate a new indipendententity, bringing along innovation and technology.

OUR STORY

Switching from motors to pedals allowed the three
partners to transport research and precision of their
technical expertise into an apparently simpler world.
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OUR VISION

EE technology by F7: it captures the sun energy and
turns it into performance and wellness.
Grafene: thanks to its thermostat characteristics, it grants
comfort and heat in every weather condition.
Ice Key: for your safety, so you can be connected in case
of need.
The Made in Italy manifacture grants wearing resistance,
comfort and structure.

OUR VISION

“Your adventures by bike will turn out into
unique and complete experiences.”
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OUR TECHNOLOGY

The ICE-KEY device is an Italian product that comes from the collaboration with an enterprise specialized in the NFC technology linked to the
management of medical data. We care for your health, your protection and your safety: each athlete can uplaod his/her medical info in this device,
so that, in case of emergency, all datas are easily accessible.

ICE-KEY TAG, besides containing personal and medical data, allows clients
to call or send a SOS sms to the family with the GPS location. The athlete

DIEGO
NOME

is responsible for the data uploaded in the ICE-KEY, which are translated simultaneously in 7 languages (IT, FR, DE, EN, ES, PT, NL).
Rescuers, through smartphone or tablet, can get the data in real time
and provide first help efficiently. A copy of any documents can be
uploaded as well; they can be visible or not to the rescuer, according to the client’s choice. All this is made possible by the NFC
technology (Near Field Communication) without using PC or Internet connection but simply using a NFC smartphone or tablet.

ROSSI
COGNOME

29/05/85
DATA DI NASCITA

RSSDGI85E29F443P
COD. FISCALE

80380000305246815308
N. TESS. SANITARIA

A+
GR. SANGUIGNO

LUCCHI
356 7789342

NOME
PARENTELA

COGNOME
N°TEL.

NOME
PARENTELA

COGNOME
N°TEL.

ICE KEY

LUCIA
MAMMA

MEDICAL INFO

EMERGENCY
CALL

CHIP NFC

GEOLOCATION

CLOUD

WATERPROOF

NO BATTERY
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EE fabric is caractherized by F7 technology, which is applied in specific body area in order to improve your performance.

STAMPA GEL:
FABRIC
- Elasticized

GEL PRINTED
Optimization of body functions

F7 TECHNOLOGY

FIR = Far Infrared Ray
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Our patented fabric, thanks to the F7® gel is
innovative: the noble metals contained in the
gel are irradiated with 7 frequencies and
thanks to their purity, their reflectance is
greater and more constant than traditional
FIR *. This technology can be considered a
enabler of body functions and more particularly of the skeletal muscle system. The beneficial results on sports performance are
proven: we ran several tests on multiple athletes of different sports disciplines, which
indicates an effective improvement in sports
performance and recovery time after an
effort.

The far infrared ray (FIR = Far Infrared Ray) is the light energy produced by the sun and it falls
between the visible and microwave rays. They are the beneficial and fundamental part for the
health and wellness of every living organism. For this reason it is also called bio-genetic ray. The
FIR rays, in fact, pass through the skin and penetrate the subcutaneous tissues, transforming into
heat that stimulates the human body and gives well-being. It has been shown that far infrared rays
interact with water molecules and organic compounds that make up the tissues, stimulating the
activity of the immune system and thus enhancing cell metabolism.
- It helps to dilate blood vessels and increase capillary blood flow, allowing more oxygen and
nutrients to be transported to cells and metabolic wasteto be assimilated, resulting in an
improved overall metabolism.
- They allow to optimize the water functions in every biological process, including faster recovery
after sports, avoiding overexertion, increasing concentration and reducing inflammation and
swelling with a real optimization of performance.

THE PROPERTIES OF THE F7

RESISTANCE TEST AND LOAD MANAGEMENT
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The graph in BLUE highlights better effort management and better performance
(13 reps versus 8 without HERS F7 technology) in relation to training loads
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-3°/ 15°

We tested and certified down to the last detail a new combination of 3 materials that is named 3LAYEER®. In this compund the Graphene Plus is placed between a natural
fabric of merino wool and lyocell, and a waterproof interlock. Thanks to the 3LAYEER®, we designed the SKUDO jacket, suitable both for cold and hot weather. Your body
won’t feel the thermal shock and will remain dry because the membrane where the Graphene Plus is inserted is able to homogenize the heat.
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In addition to being windproof, the Graphene Plus Membrane is also
waterproof up to (10,000mm) and breathable. The presence of this
technology in a garment allows to equalize the body temperature by
moving the heat from the hottest areas to the colder ones (typically the
peripherical parts of the body). This results in the equalization of the
body temperature and, therefore, in the thermal well-being of the final
user. Furthermore, thanks to the infrared absorption capacity, the
membrane is able to absorb the body heat and redirect it against the
user's body when the external temperature drops. This guarantees
excellent thermal comfort even with minimum thicknesses. Moreover, the
membrane proofs to be antibacterial: this translates into greater safety
for the user and an odor-free effect. In fact, Graphene Plus stops the
bacterial proliferation of body.

- Waterproof
- Breathable
- Comfortable

GRAPHENE PLUS
MEMBRANE
-

Thermal Regulation
Infrared Absorption
Thermal Conductivity
Breathability
Bacteriostatic

NATURAL FABRIC
- Warm
- Breathable
- Comfortable when in contact with the skin
Merino wool and Lyocell aren't only an environmentally
responsible choice, in fact they also ensure a comfortable
feeling. Merino wool is a technically active fabric: thanks
to its fibers, it removes sweat from the skin by absorbing
it and making it evaporate, while remaining dry to the
touch.

BATTERIOSTATIC
EFFECT

THERMAL
COMFORT

ANTISTATIC PROTECTS FROM
PROPERTY
UV RAYS

16°/ 35°

For the summer version the planar thermal circuit is used, in which the Graphene is printed directly on the internal layer of the fabric; being directly in contact with the
skin, it creates an active interaction between your body and the cloth itself. This ensures a dissipation and an equalization of heat by counteracting the creation of
hot-spots. Furthermore, it grants a bacteriostatic effect: the bacterial growth is stopped, resulting in an “odor-free” effect.

PLANAR PRINT:

FABRIC
- Elasticized
- Breathable

PLANAR PRINT
- IR absorption
- Thermal conductivity

BATTERIOSTATIC
EFFECT

THERMAL
COMFORT

ANTISTATIC PROTECTS FROM
PROPERTY
UV RAYS

PLANAR PRINT

Planar Thermal Circuit® (PTC) is a patented technology by
Directa Plus. PTC allows the heat equalization, in which the heat
moves from the hottest areas to the colder ones. In this way, the
comfort is improved and the body temperature is kept uniform
and there will be no hot spots. Furthermore, this process makes
the fabric bacteriostatic, it removes sweat from the skin and
produce an odor-free effect. This technology combined with
our highly-breathable RESPIRO-Breathe skin fabric grants
perfect clothes for warm summer days.

Photo taken during the presentation of our technologies: pointing a lamp that emanates heat towards a graphene printed shirt we proved, through a thermal camera, the istantaneous activation of the Planar Thermal Circuit and the
consequent heat loss.
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SKUDO JACKET
CM2-SKU01
Season: Continuative garment
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
2° / 16°
Cloth weight:
330gr
Fabrics:
3LAYEER®
Wave barrier
Reven
Description:

Breathability
Lightness

Warmth

JACKET

- Soft merinos whool and lyocell in contact with the skin.
- Mineral graphene.
- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- ICE-KEY safety device.
- OPTI coated zips.
- 2 waterproof pockets on the back.
- Back opening to grant further breathability.
- Reflecting transfers.
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“Total Plus” line clothes, to which belong also our exclusive winter jacket, comprehend all the technologies
we studied: graphene, F7 and Ice Key, all to maximise your trips by bike. We applied the Ice Key chip on the
left sleeve in order to be at hand and well visible in case of emergency. An insert with F7 tech is internally
seamed between the cervical and dorsal areas to optimize body functions. Finally, Graphene is directly
integrated in our patented 3LAYEER fabric. Skudo is the result of years of research that have allowed us to
create a extraordinary fabric for a unique jacket. It is ideal for the harshest weather but also excellent with
milder temperatures: even during the cycling itself, your body won’t feel the thermal shock, it’ll be kept dry
and comfortable. Aware that it is not the heaviness of the garment that keeps your body warm but its dryness,
we decided to combine a precious natural fiber fabric, such as Merinos wool and Lyocell, with the mineral
graphene membrane, an active part for thermoregulation, and with an interlock high quality with waterproof
treatment to protect you even in case of rain. The two large back pockets are in waterproof membrane and
the flap finished with mudguards, protect the content and add visibility. Designed and studied on the real
needs of the cyclist, we have chosen to insert a central back zip that can be opened for further and quick ventilation as needed buti t won’t create discomfort since the air won’t come in direclty. Finally, we created
soft-lycra cuff that can be easily put under the gloves, without the air entering. With Skudo your outings will
always be safe and comfortable.

OCEAN DEEP 57

SKUDO JACKET
CW2-SKU01
Season: Continuative garment

Both color variants can be made in both the men's and
women's versions.
Choose the one you like best!
CONSIGLIO:
Depending on the season and the climate, wear it with light or more
protective thermal underwear such as our Majon summer, with a jersey or
winter. Skudo will adapt to the outside temperature and that of your body
helping you to achieve optimal comfort

ARMED 79

JACKET

The presence of this technology in a garment allows to equalize the body
temperature by moving the heat from the hottest areas to the colder ones
(typically the peripherical parts of the body). This results in the equalization of the body temperature and, therefore, in the thermal well-being of
the final user. Furthermore, thanks to the infrared absorption capacity, the
membrane is able to absorb the body heat and redirect it against the user's
body when the external temperature drops. This guarantees excellent
thermal comfort even with minimum thicknesses. Moreover, the membrane
proofs to be antibacterial: this translates into greater safety for the user
and an odor-free effect. In fact, Graphene Plus stops the bacterial proliferation of body.
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MAN’S JACKET

We are poised between the indecision of a play and the quiet security of win.
We are alone without even contact with the earth, which our
wheels barely touch, almost at
the mercy of the wind, against
whom we fight as a
bird.
It is not the journey or its economy in making it that satisfies
us, but the faculty to interrupt
and change it, that instinctive
poetry of a carefree improvisation, while a proud strength
swells our hearts to feel so free.
Alfredo Oriani

WOMAN’S
COLLECTION
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BODY ARROW PASSION

PINK 28

CW7-BOD01
Season: Summer
Technology:

Pad COCCOLO
Density 120kg/m3
Thickness from 2 to 15mm

Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

Description:

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on thighs and on the neck that
guarantee optimization of body functions.
- ICE KEY safety device.
- Silicone leg bands with customized texture for a perfect
mix of grip and breathability.
- OPTI camlock zip.
- Microfiber elastic positioned on the waist.
- Three back pockets.
- Elastic with reflective bars that ensures high visibility and
an attractive design.

Aerodynamic and performing, the “Arrow” body was born as a top of the range product of the EE brand.
Designed on professional cyclists, it becomes a must have also for the woman who wants to dress the
garment in one piece. A careful analysis of the position on the saddle and the result of the tests made
with the athletes, suggested the arrangement and choice of the different technical fabrics and our
frequency fabric, allowing us to obtain the least possible resistance to air and optimal grip required by
the position during the run.

WOMAN'S ROAD BODY

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
250gr
Fabrics:
Tenacy
Matt skin
EE technology by F7
Streigh speed
Resilin
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BIB BRAGA PLUS

LIGHT BLUE 45

CW2-BIB01
Season: Summer
Tecnologie:

Pad COCCOLO GEL:
Density 120kg/m3
Thickness from 2 to 15mm

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
160gr
Fabrics:
Tenacy-planar hexagon
Matt skin
EE technology by F7

WOMAN’S BIB

Description:
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Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Silicone leg bands with customized texture for a perfect
mix of grip and breathability.
- Microfiber braces that ensure the grip needed to stay in
position, without compromising comfort.
- Reflective inserts that ensures high visibility.

Starting from our “Primis” model we have arrived at its evolution by combining the F7 Technology with Graphene.
It has been printed directly on our “ECO-Tenacy” compressive fabric through the Planar Thermal Circuit® (PTC),
which makes it possible to dissipate the heat produced by the body equally. This guarantees an improvement in
comfort that keeps the temperature constant and homogeneous.
The frequentiated fabric F7 is placed on the inserts in the quadriceps, in the lower area and, only in the woman
version, in the ovarian dimple. It is a valuable aid for the body functions and the post training recovery. In the “plus”
version, the Graphene, which is a good conductor, makes the whole process even
easier. For this salopette, the “coccolo gel” pad creates a perfect feeling between
the seat and the “support”, helping to absord the vibrations while cycling. Our Bib
Plus is therefore particularly suitable for hot summer days and for any type of
performance.

BIB BRAGA PLUS

Planar Thermal Circuit® (PTC) is a patented technology by Directa Plus. PTC allows the heat equalization, in which the
heat moves from the hottest areas to the colder ones. In this way, the comfort is improved and the body temperature is
kept uniform and there will be no hot spots. Furthermore, this process makes the fabric bacteriostatic, it removes sweat
from the skin and produce an odor-free effect. This technology combined with our highly-breathable RESPIRO-Breathe
skin fabric grants perfect clothes for warm summer days.

Season: Summer

BACCHUS 27

SLATE 90

ARMED 79

AMBER 14

WOMAN’S BIB

CW2-BIB01
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BIB PRIMIS

BLACK 99
PRIMIS is the first line of the EE
collection. It proves that Emotion
and Energy let us live the day to
the fullest and poses a new
concept of respect for the body
supporting it with the comfort
and quality of the fabrics and
using the energy that nature
offers us. This is made possible
by the new F7 technology that,
using the FIR, grants the optimization of body functions improving the performance.

CW7-BIB03
Season: Summer
Technologies:

PAD COCCOLO
Density 120kg/m³
Thickness from 2 to 15mm

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
160gr
Fabrics:
Tenacy
Matt skin
EE technology by F7

WOMAN’S BIB

Description:
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Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Silicone leg bands with customized texture for a perfect
mix of grip and breathability.
- Microfiber braces that ensure the grip needed to stay in
position, without compromising comfort.
- Reflective inserts that ensures high visibility.

The
“Primis”
Bibshortis our first
model design with
the Fiamme Azzure
athletes. Our aim was
to make everyone
feel comfortable with
our salopette, both
for long and short
routes. The “Coccolo”
pad for women is
extremely
light,
highly
breathable
and without adhesive glue or film.
Furthermore, it is designed to respond perfectly
to the fabric elasticity granting the feeling
between the saddle and the “support”. The ECO
Tenacy fabric grants the compression and
support of the thigh
muscles
during
pedaling. Its simple
graphic makes it
adaptable for every
outfit.

BIB PRIMIS LAKE

PINK 29

CW7-BIB03
Season: Summer
Technologies:

PAD COCCOLO
Density 120kg/m³
Thickness from 2 to 15mm

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
160gr
Fabrics:
Tenacy
Matt skin
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

The women's version of the "Primis
Lake" bibshort takes its technical
characteristics from the Primis model,
but is recognizable thanks to its antique
pink band that perfectly matches its
"Jersey Primis Lake" shirt.
It has been designed to respond the
needs of women and the shape of their
body. We decided to use the "Coccolo"
pad, born for react to the elasticity of the
fabric thus creating a perfect feeling
between saddle and "support". The ECO
Tenacy fabric guarantees the compression and support of the thigh muscles
during the ride. The adherence to the
body allows our Bibshort to be suitable
for any performance. Finally, we improved the garment with our new F7
frequency fabric on strategic areas,
thus
ensuring
optimization
of
body functions and
improving performance.

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Silicone leg bands with customized texture for a perfect
mix of grip and breathability.
- Microfiber braces that ensure the grip needed to stay in
position, without compromising comfort.
- Reflective inserts that ensures high visibility.

WOMAN’S BIB

Description:
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JERSEY LISSIA PLUS

LIGHT BLUE 45

CW2-JER01
Season: Summer
Technology:

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
100gr
Fabrics:
RESPIRO-planar cell
Resilin
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

WOMAN’S JERSEY

Description:
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- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
-Printed planar thermal circuit.
- ICE-KEY safety device.
- OPTI camlock zip.
- Microfiber elastic positioned on the specific area of the
waist to the correct fit of the shirt.
- Three back pockets.
- Elastic with reflective bars that ensures high visibility and
fashion design.
AMBER 14

SLATE 90

ARMED 79

MAN’S JERSEY

Our graphene summer jersey is also
part of the "Plus" line and includes
multiple technologies: the Ice Key
chip, on the left shoulder, in order to
be easily seen in case of emergency.
The frequenced F7 fabric in the collar
in contact with the cervical vertebrae,
to optimize the body functions. The
Graphene is printed through PTC on
the “RESPIRO-breathe skin” fabric,
which is highly breathable and
composes almost the whole t-shirt.
The Planar Thermal Circuit® (PTC),
which makes it possible to dissipate
the heat produced by the body equally. This guarantees an improvement in
comfort that keeps the temperature
constant and homogeneous. Furthermore, this process makes the treated
fabric bacteriostatic thus contributing
to the management of sweat with a
consequent anti-odor effect. Our Lissia
Total Plus is therefore particularly
suitable for hot summer days by
helping the cyclist to use less energy
to regulate their body temperature.

Planar Thermal Circuit® (PTC) is a patented technology by Directa Plus. PTC allows the heat equalization, in which the
heat moves from the hottest areas to the colder ones. In this way, the comfort is improved and the body temperature is
kept uniform and there will be no hot spots. Furthermore, this process makes the fabric bacteriostatic, it removes sweat
from the skin and produce an odor-free effect. This technology combined with our highly-breathable RESPIRO-Breathe
skin fabric grants perfect clothes for warm summer days.
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JERSEY PRIMIS

SUGAR 44

CW7-JER01

The design of this shirt is the result of our experience with sports wear at the
highest levels. The “Primis” is characterized by the F7 frequentiated fabric,
which is able to optimize the muscle managing thanks to the FIR properties.
Furthermore, the athlete safety is preserved by the ICE KEY, which helps in
case of emergency. The chest and back are made with the RESPIRO-breathe
skin fabric, highly breathable and elastic. Both sleeves and the sides are made
of the High Speed weft lines fabric, whose channel wave enhance the air flow
and limit the aerodynamic resistance.

WOMAN’S JERSEY

COPPER 66
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SLATE 90

JERSEY PRIMIS
PRIMIS is our most essential line. Ludwig Mies Van de Rohe explained the importance and need
to deal with matters that have a clear goal. We aimed to reach a balance between idea, concept
and final result. In this case, the graphic is basic, the bright colours resume the nature, from
sage green to the brown of the fertile earth.

CW7-JER01
Season: Summer

SAGE 77

Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
100gr
Fabrics:
RESPIRO-breathe skin
Resilin
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
-Printed planar thermal circuit.
- ICE-KEY safety device.
- OPTI camlock zip.
- Microfiber elastic positioned on the specific area of the
waist to the correct fit of the shirt.
- Three back pockets.
- Elastic with reflective bars that ensures high visibility and
fashion design.

WOMAN’S JERSEY

Description:
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JERSEY PRIMIS PASSION

FLUO GREEN 8F

CW7-JER01
Season: Summer
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
100gr
Fabrics:
RESPIRO-breathe skin
Resilin
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

WOMAN’S JERSEY

Description:
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- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
-Printed planar thermal circuit.
- ICE-KEY safety device.
- OPTI camlock zip.
- Microfiber elastic positioned on the specific area of the
waist to the correct fit of the shirt.
- Three back pockets.
- Elastic with reflective bars that ensures high visibility and
fashion design.

PINK 28
Given the excellent features of our
“Primis” shirt, we didn’t change
anything but the graphic.
“Emotion Energy”, your passion for
cycling express itself through energy
and emotion. It’s not only about
clothes, it’s sharing new adventures,
new challenges and new achievements. This is the graphic choice of our
ambassadors, with which we made
ourselves known in the social media
world.

JERSEY PRIMIS LAKE

PINK 29

We were born with
the desire to accompany you in your
most
ambitious
cycling
challenges.
Wheter you are a
Sunday cyclist, an
amateur or a professional athlete, what
matters is the passion
you put in it.

Season: Summer
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
100gr
Fabrics:
RESPIRO-breathe skin
Resilin
EE technology by F7
Description:

Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
-Printed planar thermal circuit.
- ICE-KEY safety device.
- OPTI camlock zip.
- Microfiber elastic positioned on the specific area of the
waist to the correct fit of the shirt.
- Three back pockets.
- Elastic with reflective bars that ensures high visibility and
fashion design.

“Life is not measured
by the numer of breaths we take, but
through the moments
that leave us breathless.”
Maya Angelou

WOMAN’S JERSEY

CW7-JER01
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VEST PRIMIS PASSION

BACCHUS 27

CWI-GIL01
Season: Continuative garment
SLATE 90

Tecnologie:

Temperatura consigliata:
16° / 30°
Peso del capo:
94gr
Tessuti:
Drop shield
Oozing net

Traspirazione
Leggerezza
Elasticità

Particolarità:

WOMAN’S VEST

- Dispositivo di sicurezza ICE KEY.
- Zip camlock OPTI.
- Elastico pieghevole sul fondo che mantiene la posizione
corretta del capo.
- Schiena in rete traspirante.
- Inserti riflettenti che assicurano un’alta visibilità e un
design accattivante.
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Sport:

“Caigo” is an ultralight windproof gilet and was
designed so the ICE KEY safety device would be always
with you. all personal and medical data can be stored in
it, so that they are at hand in case of emergency. the
front is made of “Drop Shield” fabric, resistant to wind
and rain. The neck is lined internally with a soft and
comfortable material. The back is made with our elastic
and breathable net.

TIGHT JENARO PRIMIS

BLACK 99

CW7-CAL01
Season: Winter
Technologies:

PAD COCCOLO
Density 120kg/m³
Thickness from 2 to 15mm

Recommended temperature:
0° / 10°
Cloth weight:
255gr
Fabrics:
Soft warm
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Elasticity

Warmth

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Microfiber braces that ensure the grip needed to stay in
position, without compromising comfort.
- Reflective inserts that ensures high visibility.

The new bib-tight "Jenaro" with original and unic design thanks to
perfect and compressive adherent fit. It’s perfect on cold season,
when the cold is very very freeze. It has been designed to combine
the performanceof our bib shorts with high warmth. This allows you
not to give up the well-being during your winter excursions. The
inserts in "ee Technology by F7" fabric on the thighs are sewn in
the inner part. This is for guarantee insulating, power optimization
body functions while pedaling. We have made sure that for this
garment the elasticity of “Coccolo” pad is not hindered by a different elasticity of the material on which it is sewn. We take care about
cyclist safety and for this in the calf we add reflective inserts.

WOMAN’S TIGHTS

Description:
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JERSEY FREVE LAKE
The “Freve” top shirt, excellent during the cooler seasons, is made of SOFT LIGHTNESS and F7, high quality
fabrics with great technical skills. Comfortable, soft, warm and light. It guarantees good thermal protection
and excellent breathability allowing to maintain a constant body temperature.
Wear it with Skudo to withstand even the coldest temperatures.

CW7-JER01
Season: Spring-Autumn

PINK 29

Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
10° / 15°
Cloth weight:
180gr
Fabrics:
Soft lightness
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness

Warmth

WOMAN’S LONG SLEEVE

Description:
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- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- ICE-KEY safety device.
- OPTI camlock zip.
- Microfiber elastic positioned on the specific area of the
waist to the correct fit of the shirt.
- Three back pockets.
- Elastic with reflective bars for high visibility and fashion
design.

The Freve model is also available in the following colors.
SUGAR 44

SAGE 77

SLATE 90

WOMAN’S LONG SLEEVES
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WOMAN’S UNDERWEAR

UNDERWEAR MAJON
WHITE 01

UW7-TOP04
Season: Winter
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
4° / 12°
Cloth weight:
175gr
Fabrics:
Soft lightness
Heat shield
EE technology by F7

Warmth

Breathability
Elasticity

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Windproof membrane in the front part.
- Merino wool insert on the back

Sport:

"Majon" underwear suitable for cold and wet winter days was inspired by our work with karting world. Worn
under the Skudo it allows you to ride even in sub-zero temperatures. The whole body front part is in "Heat
shield": a windproof membrane that acts as a barrier to the cold winter air. The merino wool mesh insert
along the back ensures good breathability while maintaining thermal regulation. The garment is made of a
soft and light fleece fabric. With elasticity the fleece fabric is like a second skin because allows you to move
freely without any kind of constriction. This is very adherent comfortable. On the female version we have
added a greater flattening and two pleats at the breast level to adapt to the body of women. F7 frequency
fabric insert is on this underwear shirt too. This guarantees an optimization of body functions.

WOMAN’S UNDERWEAR

Description:
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UNDERWEAR GUCIA PLUS
UW2-TOP01

ANTHRACITE 90

Season: Continuative garment
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
Any temperature
Cloth weight:
60gr
Fabrics:
RESPIRO-planar cell
EE technology by F7

Warmth

Breathability
Elasticity

WOMAN’S UNDERWEAR

Description:
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- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
-Stampa planar thermal circuit.
- Lycra collar on the sleeves.
- Elastic on the bottom to ensure comfort.

Sport:

The “Gucia Plus” tank top is suitable both for indoor and outdoor activities, thanks to the
Graphene termoregulation property. It has two F7 frequentiated fabric inserts; the Planar
printing conductor power that
surronds the torso enhance the balance given by the FIR. Easy to wear and
with a gentle grip, the basic version
can replace your underwear in every
moment of the day, inclunding while
sleeping.

WHITE 01

UNDERWEAR FISO

ANTHRACITE 90

UW7-TOP01
Season: Continuative garment
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
Any temperature
Cloth weight:
60gr
Fabrics:
Breath luxury
EE technology by F7

Warmth

Breathability
Elasticity

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions. -Stampa planar thermal
circuit.
- Lycra collar on the sleeves.
- Elastic on the bottom to ensure comfort.

Sport:

The elastic underwear top tank, made with FISO microfiber was thought so that the F7 benefits are
available to all. Light and breathable, it has two F7 inserts to give you the FIR benefits.
You can wear it day and night, while you sleep, study, drive or walk. It can be your performance garment
while practicing your favorite sport or your underwear to wear when you work.
A versatile garment within everyone's reach to let you know and try this natural technology and s
awesome.

WOMAN’S UNDERWEAR

Description:
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TOP FASSA

BLACK 99

UW7-TOP03
Season: Continuative garment
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
20° / 35°
Cloth weight:
55gr
Fabrics:
Feather OX
Breath luxury
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness

Warmth

MULTISPORT ACCESSORIES

Description:
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- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Mesh inner fabric guarantees support and coverage.
- Fabric with microcapsules in aloe, hydrating and antioxidant
- Reflex transfer.

Sport:

Our “Fassa” top is ideal for any type of sport and can
also be worn alone.
It is made of Feather OX fabric: a perfect combination of soft and silky fabric and tested cosmetic
benefits. It contains antioxidant and moisturizing
microcapsule of Aloe and vitamin E. The inner part is
characterized by the elastic mesh "Breath Luxury"
designed to support the breasts and ensure an
excellent freedom of movement.
Fassa has the F7 frequency fabric for an optimization of performance.

SHORT CURTO

BLACK 99

UW7-BOT01

"Curto" short is ideal for all activities on the saddle,
even for more hours. Equipped it with a very thin
and not bulky pad, called “Piuma”; it will be so thin
that you can worn under any outfit. It’s made of
"Feather OX": a perfect combination of a soft and
silky fabric and certified cosmetic benefits. It
contains anti-oxidant and hydrating microcapsules
based on Aloe Vera and vitamin E.
On the sides we add super stretch mesh insert called
"Breath Luxury"; the "Breath Luxury" ensures excellent breathability and freedom movement.
This garment is also enriched with our F7 frequency
fabric. This guarantees an optimization of body
functions.

Season: Continuative garment
Technologies:

Pad PIUMA
Density 90kg/m³
Thickness from 8mm

Description:

Breathability
Lightness

Warmth

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Microfiber elastic waistband.
- Fabric with microcapsules in aloe, hydrating and antioxidant.
- Lightweight and compact pad.
- Reflex transfer.

WOMAN’S SHORT

Recommended temperature:
16° / 35°
Cloth weight:
85gr
Fabrics:
Feather OX
Breath luxury
EE technology by F7
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MAN’S
COLLECTION
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Aerodynamic and performing, the “Arrow” body was born as a top of the range product of the EE brand.
Designed on professional cyclists, it becomes a must have also for the woman who wants to dress the
garment in one piece. A careful analysis of the position on the saddle and the result of the tests made with
the athletes, suggested the arrangement and choice of the different technical fabrics and our frequency
fabric, allowing us to obtain the least possible resistance to air and optimal grip required by the position
during the run.

CM7-BOD01
Season: Summer

ORANGE 15

Technology:

Pad COCCOLO
Density 120kg/m3
Thickness from 2 to 15mm

Description:

Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on thighs and on the neck that
guarantee optimization of body functions.
- ICE KEY safety device.
- Silicone leg bands with customized texture for a perfect
mix of grip and breathability.
- OPTI camlock zip.
- Microfiber elastic positioned on the waist.
- Three back pockets.
- Elastic with reflective bars that ensures high visibility and
an attractive design.

MAN'S ROAD BODY

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
250gr
Fabrics:
Tenacy
Matt skin
EE technology by F7
Streigh speed
Resilin
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BIB BRAGA PLUS

OCEAN DEEP 57

CM2-BIB01
Season: Summer
Tecnologie:

Pad COCCOLO GEL:
Density 120kg/m3
Thickness from 2 to 15mm

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
160gr
Fabrics:
Tenacy-planar hexagon
Matt skin
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

MAN’S BIB

Description:
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- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Silicone leg bands with customized texture for a perfect
mix of grip and breathability.
- Microfiber braces that ensure the grip needed to stay in
position, without compromising comfort.
- Reflective inserts that ensures high visibility.

Starting from our “Primis” model we have arrived at its evolution by combining the F7 Technology with Graphene.
It has been printed directly on our “ECO-Tenacy” compressive fabric through the Planar Thermal Circuit® (PTC),
which makes it possible to dissipate the heat produced by the body equally. This guarantees an improvement in
comfort that keeps the temperature constant and homogeneous.
The frequentiated fabric F7 is placed on the inserts in the quadriceps, in the lower area and, only in the woman
version, in the ovarian dimple. It is a valuable aid for the body functions and the
post training recovery. In the “plus” version, the Graphene, which is a good
conductor, makes the whole process even easier. For this salopette, the “coccolo
gel” pad creates a perfect feeling between the seat and the “support”, helping to
absord the vibrations while cycling. Our Bib Plus is therefore particularly suitable
for hot summer days and for any type of performance.

BIB BRAGA PLUS

Planar Thermal Circuit® (PTC) is a patented technology by Directa Plus. PTC allows the heat equalization, in which the
heat moves from the hottest areas to the colder ones. In this way, the comfort is improved and the body temperature is
kept uniform and there will be no hot spots. Furthermore, this process makes the fabric bacteriostatic, it removes sweat
from the skin and produce an odor-free effect. This technology combined with our highly-breathable RESPIRO-Breathe
skin fabric grants perfect clothes for warm summer days.

Season: Summer

BACCHUS 27

SLATE 90

ARMED 79

AMBER 14

MAN’S BIB

CM2-BIB01
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BIB PRIMIS

BLACK 99

PRIMIS is the first line of the
EE collection. It proves that
Emotion and Energy let us live
the day to the fullest and
poses a new concept of
respect for the body supporting it with the comfort and
quality of the fabrics and
using the energy that nature
offers us. This is made possible by the new F7 technology
that, using the FIR, grants the
optimization of body
functions improving the
performance.

CM7-BIB03
Season: Summer
Technologies:

PAD COCCOLO
Density 120kg/m³
Thickness from 2 to 15mm

Temperatura consigliata:
16° / 30°
Peso del capo:
180gr
Tessuti:
Tenacy
Matt skin
Frequenziato ee technology by F7

MAN’S BIB

Particolarità:
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Traspirazione
Leggerezza
Elasticità

- Inserti di tessuto frequenziato F7 su zone specifiche che
garantiscono un’ottimizzazione delle funzioni corporee.
- Fasce fondo gamba in silicone con texture personalizzata
per un perfetto mix di aderenza e traspirazione.
- Bretelle in microfibra che assicurano il grip necessario per
restare in posizione, senza compromettere la comodità.
- Inserti riflettenti sul fondo gamba che assicurano un’alta
visibilità.

The “Primis” Bibshortis our
first model design with the
Fiamme Azzure athletes.
Our aim was to make
everyone feel comfortable
with our salopette, both for
long and short routes. The
“Coccolo” pad for women is
extremely light, highly breathable and without adhesive glue or film.
Furthermore, it is designed to respond
perfectly to the fabric elasticity granting the
feeling between the saddle and the “support”. The ECO Tenacy fabric grants the compression and support of the thigh muscles
during pedaling. Its
simple graphic makes
it adaptable for every
outfit.

BIB PRIMIS LAKE
CM7-BIB03
Season: Summer
Technologies:

PAD COCCOLO
Density 120kg/m³
Thickness from 2 to 15mm

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
160gr
Fabrics:
Tenacy
Matt skin
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness

The "Primis Lake" bibshort takes its
technical characteristics from the Primis
model, but is recognizable thanks to its
bold yellow band that perfectly matches
its "Jersey Primis Lake" shirt.
It has been designed to respond the
needs of women and the shape of their
body. We decided to use the "Coccolo"
pad, born for react to the elasticity of the
fabric thus creating a perfect feeling
between saddle and "support". The ECO
Tenacy fabric guarantees the compression and support of the thigh muscles
during the ride. The adherence to the
body allows our Bibshort to be suitable
for any performance. Finally, we improved the garment with our new F7
frequency fabric on strategic areas,
thus ensuring optimization of body
functions and improving performance.

Elasticity

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Silicone leg bands with customized texture for a perfect
mix of grip and breathability.
- Microfiber braces that ensure the grip needed to stay in
position, without compromising comfort.
- Reflective inserts that ensures high visibility.

MAN’S BIB

Description:
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JERSEY LISSIA PLUS

OCEAN DEEP 61

CM2-JER01
Season: Summer
Technology:

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
100gr
Fabrics:
RESPIRO-planar cell
Resilin
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness

AMBER 14

Elasticity

Description:

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
-Printed planar thermal circuit.
- ICE-KEY safety device.
- OPTI camlock zip.
- Microfiber elastic positioned on the specific area of the
waist to the correct fit of the shirt.
- Three back pockets.
- Elastic with reflective bars that ensures high visibility and
fashion design.

MAN’S JERSEY

BACCHUS 27
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SLATE 90

ARMED 79

MAN’S JERSEY

Our graphene summer jersey is also
part of the "Plus" line and includes
multiple technologies: the Ice Key
chip, on the left shoulder, in order to
be easily seen in case of emergency.
The frequenced F7 fabric in the collar
in contact with the cervical vertebrae,
to optimize the body functions. The
Graphene is printed through PTC on
the “RESPIRO-breathe skin” fabric,
which is highly breathable and
composes almost the whole t-shirt.
The Planar Thermal Circuit® (PTC),
which makes it possible to dissipate
the heat produced by the body equally. This guarantees an improvement in
comfort that keeps the temperature
constant and homogeneous. Furthermore, this process makes the treated
fabric bacteriostatic thus contributing
to the management of sweat with a
consequent anti-odor effect. Our Lissia
Total Plus is therefore particularly
suitable for hot summer days by
helping the cyclist to use less energy
to regulate their body temperature.

Planar Thermal Circuit® (PTC) is a patented technology by Directa Plus. PTC allows the heat equalization, in which the
heat moves from the hottest areas to the colder ones. In this way, the comfort is improved and the body temperature is
kept uniform and there will be no hot spots. Furthermore, this process makes the fabric bacteriostatic, it removes sweat
from the skin and produce an odor-free effect. This technology combined with our highly-breathable RESPIRO-Breathe
skin fabric grants perfect clothes for warm summer days.

JERSEY PRIMIS

SUGAR 44

CM7-JER01

The design of this shirt is the result of our experience with sports wear at the
highest levels. The “Primis” is characterized by the F7 frequentiated fabric,
which is able to optimize the muscle managing thanks to the FIR properties.
Furthermore, the athlete safety is preserved by the ICE KEY, which helps in
case of emergency. The chest and back are made with the RESPIRO-breathe
skin fabric, highly breathable and elastic. Both sleeves and the sides are made
of the High Speed weft lines fabric, whose channel wave enhance the air flow
and limit the aerodynamic resistance.

MAN’S JERSEYS

COPPER 66
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SAGE 77

JERSEY PRIMIS
PRIMIS is our most essential line. Ludwig Mies Van de Rohe explained the importance and need
to deal with matters that have a clear goal. We aimed to reach a balance between idea, concept
and final result. In this case, the graphic is basic, the bright colours resume the nature, from
sage green to the brown of the fertile earth.

CM7-JER01
Season: Summer

SLATE 90

Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
100gr
Fabrics:
RESPIRO-breathe skin
Resilin
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

Description:

MAN’S JERSEY

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
-Printed planar thermal circuit.
- ICE-KEY safety device.
- OPTI camlock zip.
- Microfiber elastic positioned on the specific area of the
waist to the correct fit of the shirt.
- Three back pockets.
- Elastic with reflective bars that ensures high visibility and
fashion design.
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JERSEY PRIMIS PASSION
CM7-JER01
FLUO GREEN 8F

WHITE 01

Given
the
excellent
features of our “Primis”
shirt, we didn’t change
anything but the graphic.

MAN’S JERSEYS

“Emotion Energy”, your
passion
for
cycling
express itself through
energy and emotion. It’s
not only about clothes,
it’s sharing new adventures, new challenges and
new achievements. This
is the graphic choice of
our ambassadors, with
which we made ourselves
known in the social
media world.
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JERSEY PRIMIS LAKE

YELLOW 07

We were born with the
desire to accompany
you in your most ambitious cycling challenges.
Wheter you are a
Sunday cyclist, an amateur or a professional
athlete, what matters is
the passion you put in it.

CM7-JER01
Season: Summer
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
100gr
Fabrics:
RESPIRO-breathe skin
Resilin
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness
Elasticity

“Life is not measured by
the numer of breaths
we take, but through
the moments that leave
us breathless.”
Maya Angelou

Description:

MAN’S JERSEY

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
-Printed planar thermal circuit.
- ICE-KEY safety device.
- OPTI camlock zip.
- Microfiber elastic positioned on the specific area of the
waist to the correct fit of the shirt.
- Three back pockets.
- Elastic with reflective bars that ensures high visibility and
fashion design.
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VEST PRIMIS PASSION

BACCHUS 27

CMI-GIL01
Season: Continuative garment
SLATE 90

Tecnologie:

Temperatura consigliata:
16° / 30°
Peso del capo:
94gr
Tessuti:
Drop shield
Oozing net

Traspirazione
Leggerezza
Elasticità

Particolarità:

MAN’S VEST

- Dispositivo di sicurezza ICE KEY.
- Zip camlock OPTI.
- Elastico pieghevole sul fondo che mantiene la posizione
corretta del capo.
- Schiena in rete traspirante.
- Inserti riflettenti che assicurano un’alta visibilità e un
design accattivante.
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Sport:

“Caigo” is an ultralight windproof gilet and was
designed so the ICE KEY safety device would be always
with you. all personal and medical data can be stored in
it, so that they are at hand in case of emergency. the
front is made of “Drop Shield” fabric, resistant to wind
and rain. The neck is lined internally with a soft and
comfortable material. The back is made with our elastic
and breathable net.

TIGHT JENARO PRIMIS

BLACK 99

CM7-CAL01
Season: Winter
Technologies:

PAD COCCOLO
Density 120kg/m³
Thickness from 2 to 15mm

Recommended temperature:
0° / 10°
Cloth weight:
255gr
Fabrics:
Soft warm
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Elasticity

Warmth

Description:

MAN’S TIGHT

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Microfiber braces that ensure the grip needed to stay in
position, without compromising comfort.
- Reflective inserts that ensures high visibility.
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The new bib-tight "Janaro" with original and unic design thanks to perfect and compressive adherent fit.
It’s perfect on cold season, when the cold is very very freeze. It has been designed to combine the performanceof our bib shorts with high warmth. This allows you not to
give up the well-being during your winter excursions. The inserts in
"ee Technology by F7" fabric on the thighs are sewn in the inner
part. This is for guarantee insulating, power optimization body
functions while pedaling. We have made sure that for this garment
the elasticity of “Coccolo” pad is not hindered by a different elasticity of the material on which it is sewn. We take care about cyclist
safety and for this in the calf we add reflective inserts.

JERSEY FREVE

The “Freve” top shirt, excellent during the cooler seasons, is made of SOFT LIGHTNESS and F7, high quality
fabrics with great technical skills. Comfortable, soft, warm and light. It guarantees good thermal protection
and excellent breathability allowing to maintain a constant body temperature.
Wear it with Skudo to withstand even the coldest temperatures.

CM7-JER01
Season: Spring-Autumn

YELLOW 07
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
10° / 15°
Cloth weight:
180gr
Fabrics:
Soft lightness
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness

Warmth

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- ICE-KEY safety device.
- OPTI camlock zip.
- Microfiber elastic positioned on the specific area of the
waist to the correct fit of the shirt.
- Three back pockets.
- Elastic with reflective bars for high visibility and fashion
design.

The Freve model is also available in the following colors.
SUGAR 44

SAGE 77

SLATE 90

MAN’S LONG SLEEVES

Description:
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MAN’S TIGHT
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MAN’S UNDERWEAR

UNDERWEAR MAJON

WHITE 01

Season: Winter
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
4° / 12°
Cloth weight:
175gr
Fabrics:
Soft lightness
Heat shield
EE technology by F7

Description:

Warmth

Breathability
Elasticity

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Windproof membrane in the front part.
- Merino wool insert on the back

Sport:

"Majon" underwear suitable
for cold and wet winter days
was inspired by our work with
karting world. Worn under the
Skudo it allows you to ride
even in sub-zero temperatures.
The whole body front part is in
"Heat shield": a windproof
membrane that acts as a barrier
to the cold winter air. The
merino wool mesh insert along
the back ensures good breathability
while
maintaining
thermal
regulation.
The
garment is made of a soft and
light fleece fabric. With elasticity the fleece fabric is like a
second skin because allows you
to move freely without any kind
of constriction. This is very
adherent comfortable. On the
female version we have added
a greater flattening and two
pleats at the breast level to
adapt to the body of women.
F7 frequency fabric insert is on
this underwear shirt too. This
guarantees an optimization of
body functions.

MAN’S WINTER UNDERWEAR

UM7-TOP04
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UNDERWEAR GUCIA PLUS
UW2-TOP01

ANTHRACITE 90

Season: Continuative garment
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
Any temperature
Cloth weight:
60gr
Fabrics:
RESPIRO-planar cell
EE technology by F7

Warmth

Breathability
Elasticity

WOMAN’S UNDERWEAR

Description:
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- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
-Stampa planar thermal circuit.
- Lycra collar on the sleeves.
- Elastic on the bottom to ensure comfort.

Sport:

The “Gucia Plus” tank top is suitable both for indoor and outdoor activities, thanks to the
Graphene termoregulation property. It has two F7 frequentiated fabric inserts; the Planar
printing conductor power that
surronds the torso enhance the balance given by the FIR. Easy to wear and
with a gentle grip, the basic version can
replace your underwear in every
moment of the day, inclunding while
sleeping.

WHITE 01

UNDERWEAR FISO

ANTHRACITE 90

UM7-TOP01
Season: Continuative garment
Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
Any temperature
Cloth weight:
60gr
Fabrics:
Breath luxury
EE technology by F7

Warmth

Breathability
Elasticity

Description:

Sport:

The elastic underwear top tank, made with FISO microfiber was thought so that the F7 benefits are available to
all. Light and breathable, it has two F7 inserts to give you the FIR benefits.
You can wear it day and night, while you sleep, study, drive or walk. It can be your performance garment while
practicing your favorite sport or your underwear to wear when you work.
A versatile garment within everyone's reach to let you know and try this natural technology and s
awesome.

MAN’S UNDERWEAR

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions. -Stampa planar thermal
circuit.
- Lycra collar on the sleeves.
- Elastic on the bottom to ensure comfort.
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SHORT CURTO

BLACK 99

UM7-BOT01

"Curto" short is ideal for all activities on the saddle,
even for more hours. Equipped it with a very thin and
not bulky pad, called “Piuma”; it will be so thin that
you can worn under any outfit. It’s made of "Feather
OX": a perfect combination of a soft and silky fabric
and certified cosmetic benefits. It contains anti-oxidant and hydrating microcapsules based on Aloe
Vera and vitamin E.
On the sides we add super stretch mesh insert called
"Breath Luxury"; the "Breath Luxury" ensures excellent breathability and freedom movement.
This garment is also enriched with our F7 frequency
fabric. This guarantees an optimization of body
functions.

Season: Continuative garment
Technologies:

Pad PIUMA
Density 90kg/m³
Thickness from 8mm

Recommended temperature:
16° / 35°
Cloth weight:
85gr
Fabrics:
Feather OX
Breath luxury
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness

Warmth

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Microfiber elastic waistband.
- Fabric with microcapsules in aloe, hydrating and antioxidant.
- Lightweight and compact pad.
- Reflex transfer.

MAN’S SHORT

Description:
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SUMMER
ACCESSORIES
60

MANICOTTO GUMBIO ISTA

BLACK 99

CU7-ARM01_Piece dyed
CU7-ARM02_Printed
Season: Summer

Technologies:

Recommended temperature:
16°/ 20°
Cloth weight:
50gr
Tessuti:
Matt skin
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Lightness

Elasticity

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Upper edges internally coated with a heat-sealed elastic
silicone for adhere well to the skin.
- Ergonomic Seams.
-Transfer reflex

Sport:

Our “Gumbio” summer sleeves are made with
“Matt Skin” fabric, highly elastic to grant you the
maximum comfort. On the upper end, a grippy
fabric was applied so that the sleeve will adhere to
the skin. It’s suited for the warm days of mid-season thanks to its freshness and lightness. The
reflecting EE logos ensure high visibility (as well as
the fluo green version of the product), making
them gritty accessories. The F7 inserts on the
wrists grant an optimization of body functions.
Printing customization on request.
CU7-ARM01-8F
The fluo green variant is also particularly attentive
to your safety. In fact, thanks to its bright color, it
ensures high visibility at several meters.

SUMMER ARM WARMERS

Description:
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GUANTI SATINE

“Satine” gloves are light and elastic and this can contribute aerodynamics and freedom of movement. A
soft sponge insert makes them versatile. F7 frequency fabric insert makes them performing. The non-slip
padding on the palm increases grip and protect from vibration and impact. This help to protect the skin and
prevents calluses.

CU7-GLO01
Season: Summer

Technology:

Recommended temperature:
16° / 30°
Cloth weight:
65gr
Fabrics:
Matt skin
EE technology by F7
Description:

Breathability
Lightness

Elasticity

SUMMER GLOVES

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Anti-slip palm for a firm grip.
- Sponge coated thumb.
- Glove lever straps inserted between the fingers.
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CALZA SPEDIO ISTA

BLACK 99

CU7-SOC01

WHITE 01

Season: Summer
36/39 40/43 44/47

Technology:

Recommended temperature:
10° / 30°
Cloth weight:
50gr
Fabrics:
Lycra® Speed
EE technology by F7
Polyamide with silver ions

Breathability
Lightness

Elasticity

Description:

“Spedio” socks are created to be worn during track and street races with or without shoe covers. F7
frequency fabric insert wraps the ankle for more aerodynamic and optimization body functions. The legs
are made of compressive Lycra®. This can allow firm fit without tightening. Spedio has grooves that give to
the garment an aerodynamic. The comfortable sock is made with Q-SKIN®: a polyamide fiber 6.6 with silver
ions directly inserted during the spinning process. This is very important, because regulate bacterial proliferation with durable effectiveness. Q-SKIN® technology is activated when the sweat molecules come into
contact with the fiber: the silver ions contained help to reduce excess bacterial flora (usually this is the main
responsible of bad smell). Q-SKIN® technology manages the humidity level body and leaving a pleasant
sensation of freshness.

SUMMER SOCKS

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Q-SKIN® with bacteriostatic silver ions.
- Odor control.
- Lycra® with aerodynamic texture.
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WINTER
ACCESSORIES
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MANICOTTO GUMBIO

BLACK 99

CU7-ARM03_Piece dyed
CU7-ARM04_Printed
Season: Winter

Technology:

Recommended temperature:
5°/ 15°
Cloth weight:
65gr
Fabrics:
Soft warm for CU7-ARM03
Tender printable for CU7-ARM04
EE technology by F7

Breathability
Elasticity

Warmth

WINTER ARM WARMERS

Description:
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- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Upper edges internally coated with a heat-sealed elastic
silicone for adhere well to the skin.
- Ergonomic Seams.
-Transfer reflex

Sport:

The “Denocio” leg warmers, made with soft
warm, are perfect for the winter weather. Flock
lined on the inside, it insulates from the air thanks
to its external composition. Highly elastic,
resistant to abrasion and pilling. On the upper
end, a grippy fabric was applied so that the sleeve
will adhere to the skin. The reflecting EE logos
ensure high visibility (as well as the fluo green
version of the product), making them gritty accessories. The F7 inserts on the wrists grant an optimization of body functions. Printing customization on request.

CU7-ARM01-8F
The fluo green variant is also particularly attentive
to your safety. In fact, thanks to its bright color, it
ensures high visibility at several meters.

GAMBALI DENOCIO

BLACK 99

FLUO GREEN 8F

CU7-LEG03_Piece dyed
CU7-LEG04_Printed
Season: Winter

Technology:

Breathability
Elasticity

Warmth

The fluo green variant is also particularly
attentive to your safety. In fact, thanks to its
bright color, it ensures high visibility at
several meters.

Description:

- F7 frequency fabric inserts on specific areas that ensure
optimization of body functions.
- Upper edges internally coated with a heat-sealed elastic
silicone for adhere well to the skin. This is very important for
preventing the slipping.
- Ergonomic Seams.
-Transfer reflex

Sport:

The “Denocio” leg warmers, made with soft warm,
are perfect for the winter weather. Flock lined on
the inside, it insulates from the air thanks to its
external composition. Highly elastic, resistant to
abrasion and pilling. The reflecting EE logos ensure
high visibility, making them gritty accessories. The
F7 inserts on the ankles grant an optimization of
body functions. On the upper end, a grippy fabric
was applied so that the leg warmer will adhere to
the skin. Printing customization on request.

WINTER LEG WARMERS

Recommended temperature:
5°/ 15°
Cloth weight:
120gr
Fabrics:
Soft warm for CU7-ARM03
Tender printable for CU7-ARM04
EE technology by F7
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NECK-FF

SCALDACOLLO NECK-FF OX
CUB-MAS01

BLACK 99
NECK-FF® is a neck warmer mask and this is
patent by the Company. It was designed to
protect the human airway from smog during
outdoor sports. This neck warmer mask would
be useful for containing droplets, thanks to the
replaceable double TNT filter placed inside. The
light version is made with he soft “Feather OX”
fabric. The fibers contain microcapsules based
on aloe and vitamin E. The microcapsules
release constant active ingredients and
protecting and moisturizing the skin of the face
even after many washes. We put a silicone band
at the nose level and an elastic and adjustable
drawstring with soft touch knot stop in the
back. In this way we avoided annoying
stitching.

Season: Continuative garment
Tg. UNICA

Tecnologie:

Recommended temperature:
14° / 19°
Cloth weight:
30gr
Fabrics:
Feather OX
Breath luxury

Breathability
Lightness

Elasticity

Peculiarities:

Drawstring with soft touch knot stop.
Silver reflex transfer.
Moisturizing and antioxidant fabric.
Quick drying.
It preserves a high breathability.

Sport:

5 TNT filters are included in the purchase of
the product.
While the spare parts of
the TNT filters are sold
in packs of 10 pieces.

NECK-FF

-
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PADS

3h
2h
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1h

4h 5h

6h
7h
8h

2h

7h

1h

COCCOLO Pad

8h

3h

4h5h

6h

2h

7h

1h

8h

Long distances

MAN

3h

4h 5h

6h

2h
1h

8h

3h
2h
1h

WOMAN

7h

4h 5h

6h
7h
8h

34 cm

31 cm

20 cm

20 cm

FABRIC
80%Poliammide
20%Elastan

The dimensions of this pad are
designed to optimize the size of the
support areas. The padding is calibrated for not restrict movement and
making pedaling comfortable.

Transpiration is guaranteed because
the material is without glue and
adhesive films. Fabric and foams are
flame coupled, ensuring air passage
from one layer to another.

THICKNESS
From 2 to 15mm

Thanks to4h the
patented Cutting
5h
Technology
the pad
3h
6h is very light and
hard
2h thickness would
7h not created
(usually the hard thickness cause
1h
8h
discomfort when cyslist is sweaty or
wet).

HIGH

RAPID

BACTERIOSTATIC

ELASTICITY

TRANSPIRATION

TREATMENT

PADS

DENSITY
120Kg/m 3
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1h

Fondello COCCOLO GEL

8h

3h

4h5h

6h

2h

7h

1h

8h

Long distances

MAN

3h

4h 5h

6h

2h
1h

8h

3h
2h
1h

WOMAN

7h

4h 5h

6h
7h
8h

34 cm

31 cm

20 cm

The dimensions of this pad are
designed to optimize the size of the
support areas. The padding is calibrated for not restrict movement and
making pedaling comfortable.

FABRIC
80%Poliammide
20%Elastan

Transpiration is guaranteed because
the material is without glue and
adhesive films. Fabric and foams are
flame coupled, ensuring air passage
from one layer to another.

THICKNESS
From 2 to 15mm

Thanks to the patented Cutting
Technology the pad is very light and
hard thickness would not created
(usually the hard thickness cause
discomfort when cyslist is sweaty or
wet).

We further evolved our
Coccolo pad by
injecting gel (0.88cm³)
into it to further
increase the absorption
of vibrations.

HIGH

RAPID

ELASTICITY

TRANSPIRATION

PADS

DENSITY
120Kg/m 3

20 cm
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h7

h2

h8

ZOOM Pad

h1

3h

4h5h

6h

2h

7h

1h

8h

Runway/Crono

3h

4h 5h

6h

2h

7h

1h

8h

3h
2h
1h

4h 5h

MAN

6h

WOMAN

7h
8h

34 cm

31 cm

20 cm

PADS

DENSITY
95Kg/m3
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Time trial races, and especially track
races, require a completely different
support from the classic one. Protract
position, effort intensity and short
duration suggest to develop a very light
and protected pad for the perineal
support.

FABRIC
80%Poliammide
20%Elastan

The ischial supports are reduced to a
minimum, just enough to give body to
the pad and give support in the recovery
phases. The most consistent support is
moved to the front where it is needed.

20 cm

THICKNESS
From 2 to 10mm

In addition to the foam, two gel inserts
have been placed to give maximum
absorption from impact and vibration.
This technical can help the athletic
gesture and making pedaling effective.

HIGH

RAPID

BACTERIOSTATIC

ELASTICITY

TRANSPIRATION

TREATMENT

2h

7h

1h

8h

PIUMA Pad
3h

4h5h

6h

2h

7h

1h

8h

Street/MTB

3h

4h 5h

6h

2h

7h

1h

8h

3h
2h
1h

4h 5h

6h
7h

1

8h

2

This pad has got two layers of perforated open cell foam. The first, around
4mm thick, it is with a density of 40kg
/ m. The second one, around 10mm, it
is with a density of 90kg / m.

FABRIC
80%Poliammide
20%Elastan

The fabric is soft and delicate. It would
be pleasant and comfortable with the
skin.

THICKNESS
From 2 to 15mm

It is equipped with a 4mm insert for
vibration and impact absorber. For
this reason this garment would be
amazing for who practice MTB or
downhill.

3

INCLINATION

for extreme stability

COMPRESSION
for total grip

PADS

DENSITY
120 Kg/m3

TWIST
for maximum control

4

EXTENSION

for a unique elasticity
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WHAT YOUR TEAM NEED
1. Choose & Customize

Starting with the choice of the model is the first
step towards obtaining cycling clothing that meet
the needs of the cyclist. It is also essential to be
able to customize your outfit so that it meets your
aesthetic and technical needs.

2. Approve the design

Before the production process, our designs are
submitted to you for approval using the dedicated
software.
Only those that meet your satisfaction in a digital
version are then passed on to the printing and
production department.

3. Clothing Production

Each model is characterized by the greatest care in
production. The great quality of the Made in Italy
manufacture is a guarantee of resistant, comfortable garments that offer a very high level of
performance.

CUSTOM

4. Show oﬀ your look
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In competition, as in your free time, the moments
you spend on the bike must represent you completely. Wearing technical clothing that expresse your
personality is the perfect starting point to express
your emotions and unleash your energy while
riding.

Emotion and energy need the right technical means to
express their full potential.

CUSTOM

Your cycling adventures will be transformed into complete,
unique and fulfilling experiences, thanks to the perfect technical apparel that will dress every meter of your two-wheeled
passion in a personal way.
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WOMAN’S CYCLING SIZES AND MEASURES
SIZE

XS

S

M

L

XL

HEIGHT

155-160

160-165

165-170

170-175

175-180

CHEST

77-80

81-84

85-88

89-92

93-96

WAIST

63-66

67-70

71-74

75-78

79-82

HIP

85-88

89-92

93-96

97-100

101-104

SIZE GUIDE

MAN’S CYCLING SIZES AND MEASURES
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SIZE

XS

S

M

L

XL

HEIGHT

160-165

165-170

170-180

175-185

180-190

CHEST

85-88

89-92

93-96

97-100

101-104

WAIST

73-76

77-80

81-84

85-88

89-92

HIP

87-90

91-94

95-98

99-102

103-106

info@ee-sports.it

ee-sports

349-3682478

www.ee-sports.it

ee_emotionenergy

